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Journalism Standards of Work Today 2020-09-02 this research
examines journalism ethics to answer the questions of whether we
still need journalism ethics in the twenty first century if it is
possible to exercise journalistic standards of work and if so on
what values should these ethics be based in a world much
different from that which existed when the first journalism codes
of ethics were formulated in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries to distil the motivations and essence of the early
journalistic standards of work the book discusses the function of
media in a democracy and the formation of mass media during the
first industrial revolution as well as its consequential change in
journalists locus of control and how journalists self identified the
sudden creation of mass media pushed some journalists to create
ethical principles which would guide the newly empowered press
an effort which culminated in the creation of the first national code
of journalistic ethics in 1923 the book closely examines the
elements of the 1923 canons of journalism finding them to contain
timeless values despite their original application to now dated
technology it highlights the basic elements and applies them to
media today in a way that interfaces with new technology without
abandoning the essential components of equipping citizens for
representative governance
Responsible Journalism and Quest for Professional
Standards in Ghana 2017-10-22 ghana has a diverse and vibrant
media landscape that includes state and privately owned
television and radio stations and several independent newspapers
and magazines this book looks at media ethics from the
perspective of engendering journalistic responsibility and the role
of journalists in improving journalistic standards the primary focus
is on journalists within the ghanaian context this book will enrich
discourse on ghana has a diverse and vibrant media landscape
that includes state and privately owned television and radio
stations and several independent newspapers and magazines this
book looks at media ethics from the perspective of engendering
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journalistic responsibility and the role of journalists in improving
journalistic standards the primary focus is on journalists within the
ghanaian context this book will enrich discourse on finding realistic
ways and means of establishing journalistic standards in the
ghanaian media landscape
Journalistic Standards in Nineteenth-century America 1989
in the early nineteenth century critics believed the press was
destroying social structure eroding law and order and the
institutions of the family religion and education to counter these
effects they advocated among other things eradicating sunday
newspapers and subversive content such as news of crime sex and
sporting events dicken garcia traces the relationship between
societal values and the press coverage of issues and events
setting out to tame the press by understanding it she argues
critics had begun to dissect it in the process they articulated the
rudiments of journalistic theory and proposed what issues should
be addressed by journalists what functions should be undertaken
and what standards should be imposed
Journalism, Model Curriculum Guidelines 1993 english for
journalists is an invaluable guide not only to the basics of english
but to those aspects of writing such as reporting speech house
style and jargon which are specific to the language of journalism
written in an accessible style beginning with the fundamentals of
grammar and the use of spelling punctuation and journalistic
writing and each point is illustrated with concise examples this
revised and updated edition includes a discussion of the recent
debates surrounding the use of standard and idiomatic english the
correct use and spelling of foreign words a chapter on broadcast
journalism an updated glossary of journalistic terms
English for Journalists 1998 the global journalist in the 21st
century systematically assesses the demographics education
socialization professional attitudes and working conditions of
journalists in various countries around the world this book updates
the original global journalist 1998 volume with new data adding
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more than a dozen countries and provides material on
comparative research about journalists that will be useful to those
interested in doing their own studies the editors put together this
collection working under the assumption that journalists
backgrounds working conditions and ideas are related to what is
reported and how it is covered in the various news media round
the world in spite of societal and organizational constraints and
that this news coverage matters in terms of world public opinion
and policies outstanding features include coverage of 33 nations
located around the globe based on recent surveys conducted
among representative samples of local journalists comprehensive
analyses by well known media scholars from each country a
section on comparative studies of journalists an appendix with a
collection of survey questions used in various nations to question
journalists as the most comprehensive and reliable source on
journalists around the world the global journalist will serve as the
primary source for evaluating the state of journalism as such it
promises to become a standard reference among journalism
media and communication students and researchers around the
world
The Global Journalist in the 21st Century 2012-06-25 this new
edition of a well regarded student friendly textbook for journalism
ethics has been extensively revised and updated to meet the
needs of the 21st century journalist working in the digital age
educates aspiring journalists on ethical decision making with
coverage of key applied issues such as the principles of fairness
and accuracy the duty of verification the role of social media the
problems of plagiarism fabrication and conflicts of interest
business issues that affect journalism ethics and questions relating
to source relationships privacy and deception in reporting includes
extensive revisions to the majority of chapters as well as six new
point of view essays eight new case studies and a full glossary
brings together the authoritative engaging voice of a veteran
journalist the viewpoints of distinguished scholars and print
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broadcast and digital practitioners and insights from complex real
world case studies supplemented by an annually updated
companion website with resources for teachers and students
including links to current articles discussing the subjects covered
in each of the book s chapters and a teachers guide that offers
sample syllabi discussion guides powerpoint slides sample quiz
and exam questions and links to audiovisual material
Walking the Tightrope 1998 2011 has been awash with
investigations consultations scandals and inquiries into issues of
journalistic standards and wider media regulation in the uk this
book argues that underlying them is a deepening conflict between
converging media content on the one hand and static standards
regulation on the other in this book lara fielden reviews standards
regulation across media platforms she illustrates regulatory
inconsistencies through a range of case studies finds evidence of
consumer confusion and provides examples of international
responses to the challenge of convergence
The Ethical Journalist 2015-05-18 combining the insights of a
seasoned journalist with those of an expert on applied ethics this
book provides a penetrating and comprehensive guide to the
ethics of news reporting among the specific topics treated in the
book are notions of morality and fairness journalistic competence
the reasonable reader standard standards of objectivity and
accuracy and maintaining public trust for anyone interested in the
role the press plays in influencing social economic and political
choices in modern society this volume will be required reading
Regulating for Trust in Journalism 2011 closely organized
around the society of professional journalists code of ethics the
news industry s widely accepted gold standard of journalism
principles this updated edition uses real life case studies to
demonstrate how journalism students and professionals can
identify and reason through ethical dilemmas stressing the cross
platform viability of basic ethical principles this study features a
wide selection of case studies penned by professional journalists
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including several new additions that offer examples of thoughtful
powerful and principled reporting cases where regrettable
decisions have taught important lessons are also included
providing a new template for analyzing moral predicaments
Global Toolkit for Judicial Actors 2021-09-04 affectionately known
simply as mcnae s this book prevails as journalism s most succinct
authority on media law since its inception in 1954 the new edition
captures the essence of this hotly debated and evolving area of
law the authors expertise in media reporting and teaching ensures
mcnae s is accessible for students and journalists giving you the
essentials and encouraging intellectual acuity as the complexities
of the law are laid bare mcnae s practical approach includes
features that highlight important information such as case detail
need to know points and cross references that explore how
different elements of the law interact with each other published in
partnership with the national council for the training of journalists
mcnae s is an indispensable media law guide that imbues
confidence in students and supports and assures journalists
undertaking their everyday work digital formats and resources the
twenty sixth edition is available for students and institutions to
purchase in a variety of formats and is supported with online
resources the e book offers a mobile experience and convenient
access along with functionality tools navigation features and links
that offer extra learning support oxfordtextbooks co uk ebooks
comprehensive online resources accompany the text visit mcnaes
com to access new self test questions with feedback to solidify
students understanding regular updates from the authors to keep
readers abreast of the law and additional material on important
topics within the book
The Virtuous Journalist 1987 in 60 essays this volume profiles
american journalists from colonial times to the present reporters
editors publishers photographers and broadcasters whose careers
reflected major developments in their profession and in the history
of the united states in a speech to newsweek correspondents in
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1963 publisher philip graham described journalism as the first
rough draft of history these journalists confronted and helped to
shape the discussion of major issues and events in american
history from the american revolution through abolition westward
expansion the civil war the civil rights movement immigration and
the women s movement as well as major constitutional issues
involving the first amendment protection of freedom of the press
biographies of well known journalists from benjamin franklin and
thomas paine to walter cronkite and rupert murdoch appear
alongside some who may be less familiar such as elias boudinot
founder of the first cherokee language newspaper abraham cahan
editor of the jewish daily forward and daniel craig who in the
1830s used carrier pigeons to ferry the news other subjects
include margaret green draper the revolutionary printer claude
barnett founder of the associated negro press photojournalist
margaret bourke white war correspondent ernie pyle and allen
neuharth founder of usa today illustrations fact boxes and
quotations from the subjects themselves make this volume an
indispensable reference for students of american history as well as
a fascinating read journalists profiled include horace greeley
frederick douglass mark twain thomas nast joseph pulitzer nellie
bly william randolph hearst ida wells barnett h l mencken dorothy
thompson walter winchell red smith edward r murrow walter
cronkite bernard shaw cokie roberts manuel de dios unanue and
many more
Mass Media Codes of Ethics and Councils 1980 journalists and
confidential sources explores the fraught and widespread reliance
by journalists on anonymous sources whistleblowers and others to
whom they owe an obligation of confidentiality it examines the
difficulties afflicting such relationships analyses the deteriorating
right to know and freedom of expression frameworks and explores
solutions and reforms the book discusses key australian and
international source protection ethics rules statutes court cases
law enforcement actions and case studies it highlights weakness in
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journalists professional practice codes governing confidentiality
obligations discusses inadequate journalistic appreciation of the
importance of establishing clear terms and conditions
underpinning confidentiality obligations and identifies
shortcomings in the law governing source protection the book
argues that despite source protection being widely recognised as
an important ideal source protection is under sustained assault
thereby undermining public access to information and democracy
itself the work focusses on australia but takes into account source
protection in the united kingdom the united states canada and
new zealand this timely contribution to the global discussion on
the subject will greatly interest journalists scholars educators and
students especially in the areas of media law and policy journalism
media and communication studies and public relations the legal
fraternity and anyone who communicates with journalists
The Communications Industry and News Media Under the
Fair Labor Standards Act 1973 despite the fact that the public s
trust in the news media is at historic lows despite the fact that
hardly a day goes by without another report of unethical behavior
by news professionals journalists and teachers remain dedicated
to ethical issues perhaps more so now than at any other time in
history news companies are developing rigorous codes of conduct
journalists and editors are vigorously reporting on ethical lapses
by their peers and many journalism schools are creating
standalone courses in journalism ethics and hiring faculty
members who are devoted to ethics research and instruction using
more than two dozen actual cases from around the world to
examine and apply those principles of ethical journalism knowlton
and reader suggest an easy to follow commonsense approach to
making ethical decisions in the newsroom as deadlines loom moral
reasoning for journalists serves as an introduction to the
underpinnings of journalism ethics and as a guide for journalists
and journalism teachers looking for ways to make ethical choices
beyond going with your gut
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Media Ethics: A Guide For Professional Conduct 2020-05-25
essential english is an indispensable guide to the use of words as
tools of communication it is written primarily for journalists yet its
lessons are of immense value to all who face the problem of giving
information whether to the general public or within business
professional or social organisations fully revised and updated by
crawford gillan recommended by the society of editors
McNae's Essential Law for Journalists 2022-08-10 the rapid growth
of online media has led to new complications in journalism ethics
and practice while traditional ethical principles may not
fundamentally change when information is disseminated online
applying them across platforms has become more challenging as
new kinds of interactions develop between journalists and
audiences in ethics for digital journalists lawrie zion and david
craig draw together the international expertise and experience of
journalists and scholars who have all been part of the process of
shaping best practices in digital journalism drawing on
contemporary events and controversies like the boston marathon
bombing and the arab spring the authors examine emerging best
practices in everything from transparency and verification to
aggregation collaboration live blogging tweeting and the
challenges of digital narratives at a time when questions of ethics
and practice are challenged and subject to intense debate this
book is designed to provide students and practitioners with the
insights and skills to realize their potential as professionals
American Journalists 2007 the freedom of expression and the
freedom of information are the indispensable components of free
media without these two basic rights an informed active and
participatory citizenry is impossible members of the media require
special protections to enable them to operate freely in order to
advocate for human rights public discourse and the plurality of
ideas the handbook of research on combating threats to media
freedom and journalist safety is an essential reference source that
evaluates how diverse threats impact on journalists wellbeing their
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right to freedom of expression and overall media freedoms in
various contexts and assesses inadequacies in national security
policies planning and coordination relating to the safety of
journalists in different countries featuring research on topics such
as freedom of the press professional journalism and media
security this book is ideally designed for journalists news writers
editors columnists press broadcasters newscasters government
officials lawmakers diplomats international relations officers law
enforcement industry professionals academicians researchers and
students
Journalists and Confidential Sources 2020-11-23 willis examines
the many orientations and perspectives of reporters that gather
and present the news of the day debunking the notion that there
are limited perspectives journalists may use willis examines up to
15 different orientations that reporters bring to their work these
perspectives run the gamut from the traditional approach of
distancing oneself completely from events and people involved to
becoming part of the story s fabric to ascertain the story s true
essence willis also suggests that for many stories it is wholly
appropriate for journalists to feel what a non professional would
experience at such an event and to allow those emotions to fuel
the reporting and writing of the story several examples are
discussed in detail including the coverage of the bombing of the
alfred p murrah federal building in oklahoma city on april 19 1995
and the terrorist attacks of september 11 2001
Supporting safety of journalists in Kenya 2016-07-11 from all
the president s men to zodiac some of the most compelling films
of the last century have featured depictions of journalists in action
while print journalism struggles to survive the emergence of news
from social media outlets continues to expand allowing the world
to be kept informed on a second bysecond basis despite attacks
on journalists both verbal and physical a free press remains a
crucial bastion for civilized society and just as the daily news
reflects the current state of affairs films about journalism
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represent how reporting has evolved over the last few centuries in
encyclopedia of journalists on film richard r ness provides a
comprehensive examination of the fourth estate in cinema from
newspaper reporters to today s cyber journalists in this volume
ness provides in depth descriptions and analyses of more than five
hundred significant films from the silent era to the present
including international productions and made for television movies
the entries focus on the image of the press on screen and ethical
issues or concerns raised about the practices of the profession
collectively the entries demonstrate that there is a recognizable
genre of journalism films with definable plot patterns and
iconography each entry features major credits including directors
writers and producers list of characters and the actors who portray
them running time plot synopsis analysis of the role of journalism
many of the entries feature critical reviews as well as cogent
selections of dialogue films discussed here include comedies such
as his girl friday 1940 nail biting thrillers like foreign
correspondent 1940 and the parallax view 1974 social
commentaries like network 1976 and the china syndrome 1979
dramas like citizen kane 1941 and the post 2017 and of course
academy award winners all the president s men 1976 and
spotlight 2015 a definitive study of a film genre encyclopedia of
journalists on film will be of interest to film scholars researchers
journalists and students of popular culture
Moral Reasoning for Journalists 2008-12-23 how do you report on
the latest sensational criminal trial or newest controversial
legislation without a basic understanding of how the american
legal system works this easy to use guidebook offers an overview
of american law that should be found on the desk of any
journalism student or professional journalist it provides an
overview of major legal principles and issues in simple terms for
journalists who cover any aspect of the legal system the guide can
be used in two ways first as a sit down read that gives an overview
of american law and second as a reference that can be used every
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day under deadline pressure for a specific purpose every feature
of the book is designed to serve both functions thus the book s
organization captures both the birds eye view of a subject and
alternatively permits a quick review of a given section when the
professional needs to understand a distinct concept the areas
covered range from professional concerns such as the first
amendment cameras in the courtroom sunshine laws and access
to government documents to general legal matters such as the
institutions of law and lawmaking function of the judiciary core
constitutional principles such as separation of powers and judicial
review and how courts function the book is ideal for use in general
newswriting and reporting courses particularly those with a focus
on legal or court reporting and may also be used as a
supplementary text in media law courses
Essential English for Journalists, Editors and Writers
2010-11-30 this study presents a general history of how journalism
as an emerging profession became internationally organized over
the past one hundred and twenty years seen mainly through the
associations founded to promote the interests of journalists around
the world
Ethics for Digital Journalists 2014-08-27 the world s bestselling
textbook on journalism written by the assistant editor of the
independent on sunday
Legal standards on freedom of expression 2018-12-31 so you want
to be a journalist unplugged is a fully revised guide to the world of
journalism this new edition of bruce grundy s guide for journalists
takes us through new media s impact on the structure and
practice of journalism today with its 24 hour news cycle of multi
platform interactive media audiences the book contains
instructions on writing for news media as well as practical advice
on all facets of reporting skills involved in finding information
interviewing writing news and features research and investigation
basic subbing layout and design are covered along with the
essentials of grammar the law and practical tips on ethical and
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professional behaviour new to the second edition online journalism
incorporated throughout the text vignettes and case studies that
bring the text to life examples from australian new zealand and
international media extended section on ethics extensively
updated research section to help students recognise quality
internet research extensive companion website including further
writing practice
Handbook of Research on Combating Threats to Media Freedom
and Journalist Safety 2019-12-27 the global journalist in the 21st
century systematically assesses the demographics education
socialization professional attitudes and working conditions of
journalists in various countries around the world this book updates
the original global journalist 1998 volume with new data adding
more than a dozen countries and provides material on
comparative research about journalists that will be useful to those
interested in doing their own studies the editors put together this
collection working under the assumption that journalists
backgrounds working conditions and ideas are related to what is
reported and how it is covered in the various news media round
the world in spite of societal and organizational constraints and
that this news coverage matters in terms of world public opinion
and policies outstanding features include coverage of 33 nations
located around the globe based on recent surveys conducted
among representative samples of local journalists comprehensive
analyses by well known media scholars from each country a
section on comparative studies of journalists an appendix with a
collection of survey questions used in various nations to question
journalists as the most comprehensive and reliable source on
journalists around the world the global journalist will serve as the
primary source for evaluating the state of journalism as such it
promises to become a standard reference among journalism
media and communication students and researchers around the
world
The Human Journalist 2003-10-30
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